Towards PopBots: A Suite of Conversational Agents for Daily Stress

Abstract
Mobile users are increasingly using chatbots to access services. Chatbots that understand user problems and emotions could be effective public health tools for stress management for those without professional support. However, stress management applications (including chatbots) have thus far been met with low adoption and high abandonment. In this workshop paper, we explore if short interactions with multiple chatbots can have wellness benefits and propose the creation of a suite of shallow chatbots—called Popbots—aimed at providing in-situ support for daily stressors by being quick, readily available, and engaging. To evaluate the feasibility of our approach and gather preliminary user feedback, we conducted an exploratory Wizard of Oz study (N=14), developed a prototype system, and evaluated this prototype in an online pilot (N=14) with university students. Based on data from 81 conversations, we note that users most often discussed issues related to "work" and self-reported that the system helped alleviate stress.
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Introduction
Around 60-80% of primary care visits are due to psychological stress, but only 3% receive stress management advice [12]. Moreover, there is limited infrastructure geared towards preventative health and stress management. This has spurred growth of mental health applications which currently account for 29% of the health application market [3]. Nevertheless, lack of empirical validity affects their adoption and adherence [9]. Toward maximizing adoption, massively used messaging services are being leveraged to build conversational interfaces, or “chatbots”, that create scalable health solutions. However, two key issues limit the design of effective therapeutic chatbots: lack of conversational datasets and lack of time for stress management - users may not have time for lengthy exchanges [2].

Toward addressing these limitations, we explore if short conversational interactions (i.e., 2 minutes) can have wellness benefits using a suite of shallow interactive chatbots—called Popbots. Each Popbot is designed to converse with users about daily stressors (e.g., deadlines, social interactions) using different coping techniques. Prior work has shown that users receiving micro-interventions report higher self-awareness of stress, lower depression symptoms, and having learned new ways to deal with stress [13]. We build off this approach and implement chatbots based on techniques drawn from cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) [5], positive psychology [15], and self-compassion [1], which teach people how to recognize sources of stress, change negative behavioral reactions, and reframe thoughts. The aim of this system is to mitigate in-situ stress and teach skills through short conversations that: (i) are engaging, (ii) scalable over most text-based mediums, and (iii) personalizable—allowing opportunities to explore different ways of solving stressors. As early work, we ask: what challenges and benefits do users perceive about our approach?

Chatbot (“-bot”)
Doom: Worst Case Scenario
Sherlock: Problem Solving
Glass-half-full: Positive thinking
Sir Laughs-a-lot: Humor
Treat-yourself: Self love
Dunno: Distraction
Checkin: Checking in

Table 1: Chatbots & methods.

Doom-bot
- Tell me more details about "problem"?
- I'm sorry to hear that. What are you most afraid might happen as a result?
- Alright, on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being impossible, 10 being certain, how likely is this scenario?
- Alright, in the case that this happens, what could you do to get back on track?
- Cool, looks like you have a plan B. Just remember, even though you cannot control everything, there is a way to get back on your feet.

Table 2: Example chatbot script

Feasibility Study
To examine the feasibility of our proposal, we conducted a Wizard of Oz (WoZ) [6] study with follow-up interviews. This study used a subset of chatbots from Table 1 and allowed us to explore: (i) preferences around using suites of chatbots versus singular chatbot apps, and (ii) the types of stressors, if any, users would be willing to talk to chatbots about. The study lasted 3-days with participants meeting an experimenter daily for in-person sessions. We recruited 14 participants (6 female, 1 preferred not to identify; age range 18-50). Each participant was randomly assigned to either a Multiple condition that had three chatbots (i.e., Positive Thinking, Worst Case Scenario, and Problem Solving), or a Single condition that contained only the Problem Solving bot. Participants in the variable condition were matched with chatbots using latin squares randomization [8].

We used tlk.io [7], a web chat interface that allows the creation of open chat channels, to create the interface between participants and experimenter. Participants believed they were interacting with a chatbot, while in reality they were interacting with an experimenter who was following conversation scripts created beforehand (e.g., Table 2). The participant was instructed to type a greeting in channel which cued the experimenter to start following the script.

During each session, participants had a single conversation. At the end of the conversation they rated how helpful and enjoyable they found it. After 3 sessions, participants completed a post-study questionnaire about perceived efficacy in stress reduction, usability, and use cases. Four participants were contacted for semi-structured interviews—two from each experiment condition. In each pair, one individual evaluated the chatbot as effective and the other found the chatbot ineffective. They were queried on their perceptions about the Popbots, and completed a card sort-
ing task placing a variety of stressors into buckets (i.e., chatbots and their coping strategies).

WoZ Results
Preliminary analysis of the data shows a difference in self-reported stress between conditions (Figure 1). There was a higher perception of stress reduction among participants in the variable chatbot condition (blue, left is better), which helps motivate our suite approach to designing a chatbot system for daily stress. When requested to match stressors to chatbots among the variable condition users, we observed some general trends: (i) All participants (7/7) wanted to use the Positive Thinking chatbot for romantic breakup, (ii) all (7) wanted to use the Problem Solving chatbot for interpersonal conflicts with friends or coworkers, and (iii) most (6) wanted to use the Worst Case scenario chatbot for dealing with anxiety before an exam.

Figure 1: Perceived stress reduction for Multiple and Single chatbot conditions

Follow-up Interview Results
Unexpectedly, most participants (3/4) were interested in using chatbots for coping with daily stressors even when support from humans was available. The objectivity, ease of use, and privacy chatbots offered was appealing for situations like: illness and injury, financial stress, interpersonal relationships, and social isolation. Participants believed that chatbots would provide a more effective solution because the PopBots provide quick therapy solutions on the spot. For example, one participant stated “I’d rather talk about these [problems] in the void...and have a computer interact with me quickly.” All participants expected chatbots to have human-like characteristics like a typing delay despite being aware that chatbots can respond faster corroborating prior work on the mirroring of non-verbal [4], conversational cues [11], and personality traits [14]. Additionally, one participant described using multiple chatbots in sequence to help with finding appropriate solutions for complex stressors, e.g. use Positive Thinking to reduce anxiety first, and then Problem Solving to take care of the underlying problem.

Field Experiment
Based on the prior promising results, we implemented a system to be tested in the wild using Telegram™ [10]—a data-security compliant messaging platform, using a Python™ backend and a MongoDB® database to log interactions. When the user greets the chatbots, they receive a friendly message in response asking them to describe their current stressor and then a chatbot is recommended (Figures 2 - 3). User responses and data from past interactions are used to choose the chatbot. At the end the conversation the chatbot thanks the user and asks for feedback on whether the intervention helped reduce their stress.

System Evaluation. We recruited 14 students between the ages of 18-24 (79% Female, 21% Male). We collected: (i) daily surveys sent at 8pm which asked users to rate their daily stress levels, sleep quality, social interactions, and (ii) usability questions and chatbot preferences. We compensated participants for completing pre/post-study surveys, chatbot usage, and completion of the daily survey (M=$33.57, Mdn=$29.5, SD=$10.2). A total of 81 conversations were obtained.

Pilot Results.
Usage. Most participants used the PopBots at home (75%), due to it being the time they use their phones the most or have settled down. In addition, the bots were mostly used while participants were alone (67%). We observed two ways that users reported their stressors to the chatbots. First, a majority of participants (74%) tended to type out full sentences. For example, participants wrote sentences like “Having to go to work tomorrow”, “My presentation that’s coming up”, and “My friend being mad at me”. An-
other common way (26%) participants reported stressors was to type out only keywords (e.g., “money”, “car”, “family”). Participants interacted with the bots for 1.95 minutes (SD=2.53) on average, which suggests that most users did not ponder over the conversations for very long. While many participants used the chatbots around 8 pm, numerous conversations occurred outside this time frame, suggesting the system was being used as intended—for coping with daily stressors that occurs any time throughout the day.

**Effectiveness and Stressors.** Most users found the chatbot conversations helpful or neutral (39.56% helpful, 26.92% neutral, 20.33% unhelpful, and 13.19% other). They also reported using our system’s [switch] command to change bots and explore coping strategies. For example, one user wrote “I wanted to try chatbots that I hadn’t used before”.

Nine categories of stressors were identified (see Table 3) in the conversations. Stressors reported were mostly school or work related (e.g., “Classes”) followed by those of an interpersonal nature (e.g. “I’m worried that I’ve gotten myself into an awkward situation”). Non-stressors were submitted, which we attribute to the compensation scheme.

### Design Challenges

In this workshop paper, we proposed a new approach to applying conversational interfaces to manage stress that involves a suite of shallow (i.e., short duration) chatbots. We found evidence that users would use the system for certain stressors and that they would do so even if human support was available. These observations motivate continued development though there are many challenges including:

- **Parsing Stressors.** Users prefer to use a chatbot if it is capable of understanding the underlying stressor versus providing a generic answer (e.g., feeling sorry about their stress). Adding an intent detection system with machine learned models of conversations around daily stress would likely help to increase empathy and efficacy.

- **Bot matching.** We expect users to explore across bots, but matching bots to stressors and early interactions matter. Users with a bad “first impression”, for example, do not want to explore. We plan to generate better than random matches by creating stressor-intervention diad datasets using crowdsourcing methods.

- **Understanding Intents.** User satisfaction with the pilot system was low due to technical issues with open text resulting in poorly matched or broken conversations. For example, the current implementation of the chatbots is only capable of detecting keywords or responses to simple yes/no questions. We plan to add intent recognition for certain parts of the conversation, and convert certain interactions to predetermined choice selectors. The key is to balance design simplicity with data-driven models.

- **Authoring for Novelty.** To address the reduced interest in the system and habituation that resulted from the small number of available chatbots, we plan to allow health professionals and users to author chatbots to increase the number and variety in the suite. This means creating authoring tools that allow people from diverse backgrounds to create chatbots.

- **Triaging and escalation.** An important challenge is creating an algorithm to detect whether the PopBots are capable of handling a stressor and escalating users to additional resources if needed (e.g. a human specialist, 9-1-1).

In the short term, we plan to: (i) further explore our data, (ii) evaluate broken conversation recovery, and (iii) develop a dataset of daily stressors and interventions. Ultimately, we aim to create an online learning recommendation system that pairs users to PopBots given stressor and context.
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